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WE ARE MAKING GOOD PROGRESS
Writing the CEO’s comments for an annual report is
more difficult than some people think. Particularly
when it’s been a good year. You end up leafing desperately through a thesaurus to find alternative terms
for ”successful”, ”profitability” and ”all-time high”.
But no matter how I twist and turn it, that’s where
we end up. Because 2014 was all of these things. We
captured market share, we increased our sales by 12
percent and there are more of us working at Forsen
than ever before. And perhaps most importantly: all
of our employee surveys show that job satisfaction at
the company is pretty much through the roof, be it in
Stockholm, Malmö or Uppsala – the three locations
where we were located and worked over the year. And
we have now received even more confirmation. For,
just as I sit writing this, we have been informed that we
have won the ”Great Place to Work” award.
At some level, being an attractive employer is the
foundation of our success. Thanks to this, we now have
the desired level of staff turnover. Hopefully, this will
mean, in turn, that our customers will feel more secure.
The starting point was the HR strategy that we introduced in 2012. The goal was to further engage our
employees, giving them opportunities to develop –
and keeping them within the company. The HR strategy is rooted in our values where the key words are
commitment, quality and care. In 2014, we were able
to reap the benefits of this.
We have also continued our work on diversity over
the year and today, we have many employees with
foreign backgrounds and a high proportion of female
colleagues. We will, however, improve further in this
area and it is an issue we will continue to pursue.
Our work on our values also includes our customers.
The results are comments that we take our job very
seriously, that we bend over backwards to deliver and
that we are committed – not to say passionate – in our
eagerness to carry projects through in the best possible way.
Over the year, Forsen gained increasing importance in the market – while maintaining profitability in
all three of our business areas, Buildings, Residential
Construction and Civil Engineering. Our offering in
project management is broader and more extensive
than ever. In particular, we are leading the way in CM
(Construction Management), which is perhaps the
best contracting format for complex, challenging projects that demand a high level of quality.
We are specialists in several areas, including health
and care, where we have also initiated Forsen Care,
focusing on secure accommodation, special-needs

housing and senior housing. And we are attracting an
increasing number of complicated assignments, including data centers and subterranean projects. Over
the year we also pursued several challenging prestige
projects, garnering several awards. Swedbank’s new
headquarters and HTL hotels are two examples of
this.
Today, Forsen has attained a position where we
work with all functions in society: civil engineering,
housing, offices and industrial properties. In fact we
cover an even broader spectrum – we are actually
there from cradle to grave, since we work with hospitals, homes, bridges, roads, churches and much more.
But we are aiming higher. Our objective is to become a thought leader, an actor who not only builds
well, efficiently and in a socially beneficial manner, but
also one that analyzes trends and foresees the future.
That is, an actor to whom others listen, both in our
sector, as well as in society in general.
An important step is the merger with Bygg-Fast,
which will become a reality in 2015. Together we
will be a ”dream team”, able to offer an even wider
range of skills than today. Among other things, we
will be stronger in property development and project
management for major shopping centers.
We are also increasing our presence across the
country – we want to follow our customers. We currently have seven locations in Sweden and I see a future where we are established in more places.
The merger will be a boost both for Forsen and ByggFast. We will gain new customers, new colleagues and
greater market share. Together we will be one of Sweden’s largest project management players for a long
time to come.

Bengt Johansson, CEO
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WHAT WE DO
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■ How do you build?
Forsen knows! The client
has an idea. The architect
draws it. The contractor
ensures that it becomes a
reality. We work out how to
do it. Bit by bit.
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NEW ACCOMMODATION FOR SENIORS

In Strängnäs, Forsen
is building senior
accommodation
together with
Culmen. The basic
concept is that life in
retirement should be
enjoyable. Location,
architecture, materials and methods are
chosen carefully, not
to create luxury, but
to achieve the right
balance between
quality and cost.

Robert and Ann Vikström have recently retired. Now they have also moved from their
large country farm to a penthouse adapted to
the needs of seniors in central Strängnäs. This
is where they want to spend the rest of their
lives. Forsen Care is responsible for project
management and planning for their new accommodation.
We are healthier and live longer. The number
of older people is increasing rapidly in Sweden,
as elsewhere in Europe – in ten years’ time we
will have over a million more people aged 60-85
years than today.
To meet future needs, last year, Forsen initiated the new business area Forsen Care to
address this particular group. Forsen has extensive experience of, and expertise in, the field of
health and care. Forsen Care works with senior
and secure housing, and nursing homes.
”Building accommodation for people with
dementia, for example, requires knowledge
about the disease and an understanding of how
to arrange the accommodation. This is in order
for residents to enjoy the best possible conditions for accommodation characterized by dignity and security,” says Eva Eriksson, head of
Forsen Care.
For many people, housing of this kind is also
their workplace and consequently the working
environment is important and imposes stringent hygiene requirements, for example.
”The great charm in working with health and
care projects is that a well-adjusted interior
design and the right choices of materials and
colors help provide residents and the staff alike
with qualities that generate both comfort and
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In Västerås, Forsen is
helping housing company Mimer to propose and inventory
measures for improving the availability of
apartments for those
who are 55 and older.
The concept is called
”Easy living”.

good performance. We build a home that is
well designed for all but where the details can
be crucial for many.”
For this to work optimally, Forsen Care employees must stay continuously abreast of laws
and regulations, as well as current research in
areas such as special needs and technology.
”We know how such housing should be designed, and this requires knowledge of what
creates value and also about what drives costs.
Someone who moves into senior accommodation today may need the apartment to be adjusted at a later stage in life and we must take this
into consideration. We choose solutions that allow the apartment to be perceived as attractive,
while offering features designed for people in
need of care,” says Eva Eriksson.

■ All included
In Strängnäs, Forsen is building senior accommodations together with Culmen. Projects include the Norrstacken block, where, in December 2014, Robert and Ann Vikström were two of
the first tenants to move in.
”It felt like the right time to exchange our farm
in the country for a smaller apartment closer to
the city, with all the amenities that entails,” says
Robert.
”Parking right outside the front door, a ramp
and a lift straight up to the apartment. It is certainly secure, convenient and comfortable!”
What the couple is most satisfied with, however, is the large, 40 square meter roof terrace
with its attractive views across the historic garden city.

Forsen is also helping
Praktikertjänst’s subsidiary Kasernen &
Fastighets AB to plan
for really good rehabilitation care. The
facility is to stand
as a national model
for the treatment
of injuries requiring
rehabilitation.

DIVERSITY IS A STRENGTH
Paul El-Chammas, construction manager.
Three years at Forsen. Currently working
on the remodeling of the Hallonbergen
shopping center in Sundbyberg, outside
Stockholm.The total refurbishment of the
Sweco building on the island of Kungsholmen in central Stockholm has been his most
interesting project to date. Fast-paced and
basically involving all possible actors in the
construction sector. ”As a recent graduate,
it was perfect for me to be part of such a
highly qualified project organization.”

Being different is an asset. It creates a dynamic, creative force and has many other advantages. But being different also requires courage.
Paul El-Chammas, site manager at Forsen, is
living proof of this.
Sometimes, having a different name and origin
can be an obstacle. This is something Forsen
wants to change. Here we see differences more
as an advantage, whether it be difference in
terms of origin, gender or age. The intention is
to make Forsen a miniature UN. In other words:
a company bursting with diversity. And one
hopes this attitude will rub off on others.

■ Roots in Lebanon
But Paul El-Chammas knew none of this when
one afternoon, four and a half years ago, he
knocked on the door at a Forsen’s construction
site in Rönninge.
”I was looking for an internship during my
studies at KTH the Royal Institute of Technology and had seen the construction site from
the train. So one day, I gathered my courage,
jumped off the train and knocked on the door.
Subconsciously I probably thought I would have
a bigger chance if they met me than if I were to
call and leave my name.”
The fact is Paul’s roots are in Lebanon and,

at the time, he was known as Ibrahim. He was
Ibrahim El-Chammas throughout his upbringing and studies. Paul was his second name. But
later, getting into the labor market, he chose to
switch the names around. In other words, he did
his internship as Ibrahim, but sought employment as Paul.
”But neither my name nor ancestry felt like an
obstacle that day I presented myself at Forsen’s
construction site. On the contrary, they were really nice. I have since understood they thought I
was brave, and that was one reason that helped
me get the internship.
I immediately felt that there was a special
openness at Forsen. They said they were happy
to have me there – not just because I was talented, but also because I had a different background. That was awesome! I have not experienced that before. Instead, I’ve felt I always had
to fight harder than all the ‘dyed-in-the-wool’
Swedes to prove I’m good.”
Despite the openness during his internship,
Paul chose not only to change his name. He also
took the opportunity to wash away the traces of
his ‘ghetto Swedish’, without wanting to make a
big deal of it.
”Oh well, that’s just how it is. Your name and
the first impression are crucial to how people
will respond to you. And the fact remains that it
still wipes away obstacles. I have a lot of phone
contact with clients and suppliers and it feels
easier to be called Paul.”
Today, Paul El-Chammas has worked at Forsen for three years.
”Here people see differences as an asset,
not as a concern. There is a positive curiosity
here that’s really cool and you’re encouraged to
seize opportunities. That makes you dare more.
”Personally, I can see how my background
is an asset. Among other things, it lowers the
threshold between me and all the craftsmen
of foreign origin. I also have the advantage of
speaking Arabic.”
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SHARPEST KNIFE IN THE DRAWER
In 2014, Forsen launched its strategy to develop
and retain employees. Those efforts have now
had an impact and it is time to take the next
step – to become one of Sweden’s best workplaces.
But it is not the title that is important, but rather
the route taken to get there.
”This is a living process that allows us to constantly evolve,” says Caroline Redare, HR Manager at Forsen.

■ The key to success
Our employees are the key to success. This is
one reason why Forsen, with the help of its employees, implemented a comprehensive Talent
Management project – a strategy for recruiting,
introducing, developing and retaining employees. The approach has been highly structured,
and the commitment among employees has
been considerable. This has meant that implementation was also very successful. The employee turnover rate fell from 18 percent in 2013 to 10
percent in 2014.
“Previously, we had no common view as to
how managers should lead their employees. We
have that now, and this generates mutual clarity
and respect,” says Caroline Redare.
■ Cultural work
It is now time to further sharpen our game. Forsen has joined Great Place to Work, an organization that helps companies evaluate and develop their workplace culture. Each year, they also
present awards for Sweden’s best workplaces.
”Naturally that is what we want to achieve –
to be Sweden’s best workplace. Or at least one
of them. But that’s not really the point – it’s the
work we do towards achieving that goal that
counts,” says Caroline Redare.
“By conducting an audit of our workplace
culture, we can more easily compare ourselves
with others. This provides evidence that we
are doing the right things and it helps us see
what we can fine tune to become even better.
By highlighting the good things we do, we also
generate pride among our employees. And that
gives us an outward seal of approval. Being part
of the Great Place to Work is a multi-year commitment.
”That means we never lose focus. You can’t sit
back and think you’ve finished. Because you’re
never completely ready. This is a living process
that requires us to hone and improve ourselves
– all the time.”

We are very proud to have just received the ”Great Place to Work”
award. One of the indicators that Forsen is a good workplace.
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Paul Börjesson. Project manager. Nine years at Forsen. ”Each project has ingredients that make it interesting in its own right. It could be anything from exciting
external project organization involving multiple parties
in a technically complex project. Also, being able to
get involved and make a difference in a project from
the early stages until operations on the premises have
commenced triggers in my everyday life. I feel appreciated at Forsen because my employer entrusts me with
working on really interesting projects. Similarly, I feel
appreciated by our clients, who demonstrate this by
returning with new assignments.”

Malin Arvidsson. Site manager/head of construction.
Three years at Forsen. Currently working on a ten-story parking structure at Humlegården in Solna, outside
Stockholm. ”The most interesting project I have been
involved in is definitely Swedbank’s new head
office. That was a large and complex project with multiple
challenges, including a tight schedule, limited space and
complex architecture. I have developed as a manager
at Forsen. If you have the volition, every opportunity is
open to you at Forsen. My strength is that I always want
to achieve leading edge performance, and I’m allowed
to do that here.”

My Svedlund. Returning business unit manager
and senior project manager. A total of 11 years at
Forsen. ”The remodeling of the PUB department store
in 2007-09 was exciting. It was difficult logistically,
technically and organizationally. Gaining insight into,
and having an influence at every stage is fun and challenging. Anyone who says that engineers do not work
with people has never been a project manager. I would
be lying if I said I had full control over my balance in
life and my calendar each and every week. But, on the
other hand, I feel secure that Forsen trusts me to deliver no matter whether I choose to sit at home and work
for a day to be able to make the logistics of family life
work, or if I’m out working at a client location.”

Anna Söderberg. Project and construction
manager. Five years at Forsen. Currently working
with construction management for the Swedish
Transport Administration’s project to install double
rail tracks through Gamla Uppsala. Has worked
for several years with costing on civil engineering
projects and with concrete. She has also worked
with the production of concrete elements. ”Another
interesting project was when I was project manager for the Landsvägen civil engineering project in
Sundbyberg. It was a complex project and I had the
opportunity to be involved from an early stage and
right through to production. Very instructive and
interesting! I notice every day that my tasks count –
I have frequent contacts with colleagues, clients and
contractors. Not just every day, but every hour.”

Jan Ahlinder. Key Account Manager. Senior partner
and founder. Seventeen years at Forsen. Currently
working with the Södersjukhuset hospital in Stockholm.
Has the capacity to manage large projects and enjoys
the combination of civil engineering and building – the
more technically challenging, the better. Considers
House of Sweden in Washington DC to have been one
of the most exciting projects he has worked on. ”At
Forsen all employees can affect the organization as a
whole. In project organizations of this size, you might
believe your own effort goes unnoticed or unrecognized – but nothing could be further from the truth.”

Karin Wallenbert. CFO with overall responsibility also for administration and IT. Two years at
Forsen. Works continuously with different types
of improvement projects. ”A company undergoing strong growth inevitably requires increased
administrative resources, but value must also be
generated in the form of more efficient internal
processes, user-friendly systems and clear policies
and procedures. The merger with Bygg-Fast will
certainly be a delightful challenge!”
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THINGS ARE BREWING IN CHURCH

Is it possible to remodel a church as a brewery? Sure, but it was a major challenge and
perhaps one of Forsen’s hitherto oddest construction projects.
”This is a listed building and the major challenge was to preserve as much as possible of
the old, while opening up opportunities for a
modern, new business with completely different requirements,” says Jan Ahlin, construction
project manager at Forsen.

■ Microbrewery
The old Bethlehem Church in Sundbyberg,
outside Stockholm, had stood empty and
abandoned for many years when three young
lads got in touch seeking to rent the property
to realize their dream of starting a local microbrewery. It was also one of few buildings with

sufficiently high ceilings, in this case a 13-meter
high church hall, to accommodate a tall brewery
cistern.
It took a year and a half to obtain all of the
necessary permits and to then remodel. In the
late summer of 2014, Sundbybergs Köksbryggeri was able to open and start producing beer,
mainly its popular Sumpans ale and Halvlager,
which are both sold by Swedish national alcohol
retailer Systembolaget.
”The single greatest challenge in the remodeling process was the floor. The former church
floor was made entirely of wood and was borne
up by stone pillars from the choir to the entrance,” says Jan Ahlin.
”The solution was to cut up the floor and reinforce the lower part with beams. A sunken slab
was then cast, surfaced with a joint-less floor to
meet load and cleaning requirements,” continues
Jan Ahlin.
Although there was of course more to do to
turn the dilapidated church into modern industrial premises: new floor drains were installed,
grounded electrical outlets were mounted,
the stairs up to the balcony were planed down,
two larger areas became storage space and a
room for crushing the malt and a new bay was
installed for receiving and dispatching goods.

■ Church pews remain
WATER

YEAST
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MALT

”Nonetheless, quite a lot of the church remains.
Yes, even the old pews and organ are still
there,” says Thomas Lindberg, one of the three
brewers.
Property company, Fastighets AB Förvaltaren
in Sundbyberg, which is the landlord and enlisted Forsen’s help in remodeling the church, is
pleased with the final result.
“Forsen helped us find smart and cost-effective solutions,” says Per Wistedt, director of the
project for Fastighets AB Förvaltaren.
Having now begun producing beer, the three
young brewery owners are focusing on the next
step – to eventually open a local pub and art
museum in the former church.

Remodeling the
Missionskyrkan
church as a brewery
Customer
Fastighets AB Förvaltaren
Forsen’s assignment:
Project and construction
management
Implementation format
Total contract/
General contract
Investment
Approximately
SEK 5.5 million
Implementation
period
14 months
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In front of Stockholmers’ eyes, Norra Djurgårdsstaden is being
transformed – with properties like this – from an industrial zone
into a residential neighborhood. Once everything has been
completed, this will be one of the world’s most climate-positive
urban districts with 12,000 new homes and 35,000 new jobs.
Forsen is responsible for project management, construction
management and design coordination for parts of the project.
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THE ENVIRONMENT IS GIVEN PRIORITY
Norra Djurgårdsstaden, in Stockholm, is one
of Europe’s most extensive urban development areas. It is now starting to take shape.
When the new area is ready, it will be a sustainable district with 12,000 new homes and
35,000 new jobs.
Norra Djurgårdsstaden extends from Husarviken in the north to Loudden and Ladugårdsgärde in the south. By bicycle, you can reach
downtown Stockholm in just ten minutes.
The planning of the massive renovation and
new construction project began in the early
years of the new millennium. At that time, the
City of Stockholm resolved to do something
about rapidly growing demand. It is more than
a matter of housing and offices, but also green
spaces, culture and sport, services, public
transport and daycare centers. Planning also
includes a modern port and light-rail line.
Construction of the first 670 homes commenced in May 2011. In October the following
year the first families moved in. To date, land
has been earmarked for 4,000 homes, 500 of
which will be student accommodation.
Forsen has been engaged by the City of
Stockholm for project, construction and design coordination in some of the early stages.
In these projects, Forsen employees form part
of the City’s Development Department’s organization.

”Large and complex projects of this type require experienced professionals in project, construction and planning management. We have
worked with the City of Stockholm as our client
on several projects and are familiar with its organization and approach,” says Jessica Dagert,
project manager during implementation. Also
involved from Forsen is Åsa Brantberger, as
design coordinator, and Göran Spansk, as construction manager.
There is a strong focus on sustainability in
Norra Djurgårdsstaden. This involves solutions
for recycling and reducing energy consumption,
but is also about having preschools engaging
educators, parents and children to sort waste,
for example.
Green spaces and bicycle and pedestrian traffic are prioritized. Public transport and carpooling will make it easier for residents to manage
without a car and garages will have charging
stations for electric cars. These are also areas
where Forsen has considerable experience.
”Norra Djurgårdsstaden will be one of the
world’s foremost sustainable neighborhoods.
Two of the overall sustainability objectives are
adapting the neighborhood to future climate
change and focusing on sustainable energy
consumption, recycling solutions, environmentally efficient transport and buildings. At Forsen
we consider it very exciting to be part of this
work,” says design coordinator Åsa Brantberger.

Norra
Djurgårdsstaden
Customer Development
Department, City of
Stockholm
Forsen’s assignment
Project and construction
management for the
Västra and Ängsbotten
phases, planning of the
Ängsbotten phase and the
Värtan area
Implementation format
Project execution contracts
Scope
Streets, conduits, parks,
squares, structures on
public land
Investment
The City’s project cost:
Västra phase, SEK 550
million; Ängsbotten phase,
SEK 300 million
Implementation period
Forsen’s assignment:
2009 – 2016
Entire Norra Djurgårdsstaden: 2008 – approximately
2030

NEW TRACKS IN OLD UPPSALA
In close proximity to a residential area and
Sweden’s most fabled ancient monument, four
kilometers of double rail track and a 610-meter
tunnel are being constructed. A sensitive and
complex project. Not exactly the express line.
”No, the Gamla Uppsala build-out is a major civil engineering project right on the doorstep to
people’s everyday lives. The fact that there is a
school, soccer pitch, sports hall and church directly adjacent to the site imposes rigorous demands. There is a lot to take into account,” says
Anna Söderberg, project manager at Forsen.
One area where construction work must show
particular care as it advances are the three royal
burial mounds that dominate Gamla Uppsala.
This was the site of the original village, Kyrkbyn
(Church Village), which is today of national interest and attracts many visitors. The area was
previously severely impacted by noise and vibrations, which will disappear when the new rail
line is placed in a 610-meter tunnel.
For a long time, the double track build-out
through Gamla Uppsala has topped the Swedish Transport Administration’s wish list. Soil was
first turned in August 2013 by the Minister for
Infrastructure, Catharina Elmsäter-Svärd, and
the project will be completed in 2017. The cost
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is estimated at about SEK 1.3 billion, with the
government footing the bill according to the
contract.
”The double track will make the line between
Uppsala and Gävle, which is trafficked heavily by
long-distance, regional and freight trains, less
sensitive to disruption. It will be possible to run
more trains and adhere better to the timetable,”
says Malin Lingh, project manager at the Swedish
Transport Administration.
That should be music to the ears of Uppsala residents, who can also look forward to improved safety and accessibility with four level
crossings being removed.
There are many challenges and having comprehensive expertise in both civil engineering
and infrastructure is crucial. This can involve
everything from bridge construction and railway tracks to traffic signals and noise barriers.
”We also shoulder the responsibility for coordinating all of the project’s contractors. Getting
them to work towards a common goal. This coordination, and several years of thorough planning, has been a prerequisite for normal rail and
road traffic being able to continue alongside
the work without any major disruption,” says
Anna Söderberg.

Double rail tracks
through Gamla Uppsala
Customer
Swedish Transport
Administration
Forsen’s assignment
Coordinating construction manager
Implementation format
General contract
Scope
Construction of 4 kilometers of double tracks,
4 bridges and a 600meter rail tunnel
Investment
SEK 1.3 billion
Implementation period
2013 – 2017
Planner
Tyréns AB and
Sweco AB

WORLDWIDE COLLABORATION
A short construction period, a high level of
security, international coordination – and labor must be procured before planning is complete. When Ericsson built new data centers
in Rosersberg and Linköping, Forsen’s experience was not simply the icing on the cake. It
was a prerequisite.
”Ericsson’s data centers are built according to
global guidelines, with the Swedish projects
being coordinated with a global team of consultants. This means that people from several
countries must adapt their way of working to an
international environment,” says Johan Berg,
project manager at Forsen.

■ British clients, Swedish partners
The client is the British engineering consultancy
EC Harris, which bears the global responsibility for Ericsson’s data centers. They needed a
Swedish partner, familiar with the local conditions and chose Forsen.
”The facility in Linköping is being constructed
in an existing building, with Forsen responsible
for project and construction management. In
Rosersberg, a new 50,000 square-meter facility
is being constructed. There, Forsen has been
responsible for planning, procurement and coordinating the initial contracting for the foundations and skeleton of the building. Here Forsen
has procured an Irish contractor, to simplify the
interaction with the client.
Ericsson’s data centers are designed so that
they can be expanded in modules as the need
develops. Ericsson expects the buildings’ de-

sign and technical solutions to cut energy
consumption by up to 40 percent. And the demands on Forsen’s project and construction
management are considerable.
Common to both projects is that they involve
a great deal of installation and are to be implemented in a short space of time. This requires
considerable understanding of advanced technological installations and the ability to plan
complex projects. Additionally, in Rosersberg
Forsen had to procure the extensive foundation
work before planning had been completed.
This was only possible thanks to Forsen’s employees having experience from similar foundation work.
”We knew what questions to ask the planners
to be able to estimate costs and get accurate
quotes,” says Johan Berg.
Furthermore, advanced foundations are needed to ensure the stability the data equipment
requires, and the facilities must also be able to
produce power and cooling even during a power
outage. Consequently, a large number of diesel
generators are installed outside the data centers
themselves.
”In Linköping, the facility is being constructed
in an existing building, where sensitive data and
testing operations will be in progress throughout the construction period. So the construction project may not cause vibrations or noise.
Succeeding with this requires careful planning
and, not least, frequent communications with
both Ericsson and those who are to install the
equipment.”

Data centers for
Ericsson
Customer
EC Harris
Forsen’s assignment
Project and construction
management
Implementation
format
General contract
Scope
Rosersberg: Newly
constructed data center
in a building of about
20,000 square meters
Linköping:
Newly constructed data
center of about 3,000
square meters in an
existing building
Implementation
period
2013 – 2015
Architects
White and Scheiwiller
Svensson Arkitektkontor
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ZERO TOLERANCE FOR DOWNTIME

Remodeling a hospital is like changing the engine on a jet – in mid-flight. It requires extensive experience and in-depth knowledge. But
also consideration for the patients and hospital personnel affected.
”That makes projects more complicated. But,
above all, it is highly motivating. After all, we
can see how our work will result in something
good,” says Jan Ahlinder at Forsen.

■ Södersjukhuset hospital
Not only does Forsen have extensive experience of managing large construction projects –
Forsen has also worked with hospitals for many
years. This is very beneficial according to Jan
Ahlinder, who bears the overarching responsibility for new construction and remodeling at
the Södersjukhuset hospital (SÖS) in Stockholm.
”Remodeling normal office buildings, the
space has generally been vacated. Here, on the
other hand, we have the ‘customer’s customer’ on site throughout the process. This means
business must continue as usual all the time,
and there is zero tolerance for downtime,” says
Jan Ahlinder.
Stockholm County Council is investing SEK
28 billion in a special ”Strategic Investment”
program that includes both SÖS and Danderyd
Hospital. These are funds outside the normal
construction program. And Forsen is heading
the projects at both hospitals on behalf of property owner Locum.
”SÖS is the largest individual hospital building in Stockholm after the New Karolinska Hospital. It includes a new treatment building, a
new care building and a new supply block.”
In a short space of time, Forsen has also led
the construction of a temporary sterile building.
For the hospital to fulfill its mission during the
remodeling, temporary buildings are needed –
laundry, stationary waste vacuum system, cooling center, stand-by power and even the aforementioned sterile building. All instruments for
several hospitals in Stockholm are sterilized
there, not only for SÖS. Part of the building is
also used by the pathology department, where
clinical tests are conducted.
In 2014, Forsen led the planning – developed
architectural plans, program and system documentation, and planned the provisional realignment – and 2015, actual construction of the new
hospital buildings is starting. Technical skills
and experience are obviously essential for the
project’s success. But Jan Ahlinder also points
out the importance of cooperation and communication:

”Every day we eat lunch at the SÖS staff restaurant on Rackarbacken, alongside hospital
personnel. And that helps us gain an understanding of their activities and work situation.”
Lars Netzell, project manager at Locum, says
Forsen won the contract in competition with all
prominent companies in the sector.
”Forsen won the public procurement because both the company and its employees
had the broadest and most relevant skills. In
advanced projects like this, it is important to
have both breadth and depth. During the progress of the project there are also many abrupt
changes, and Forsen has proven capable of devoting new expertise at short notice. And that is
a great comfort,” says Lars Netzell.

Danderyd Hospital,
hospital wards and
technical upgrade

■ Danderyd Hospital

Implementation
period
2014 – 2021

Communication is also an aspect emphasized
by Johan Berg, project manager for the renovation of Danderyd Hospital:
”When you’re remodeling a hospital, normal
activities must be able to proceed with as little interference as possible.” For this reason,
careful planning is necessary in consultation with
those responsible at the hospital, as thoroughly
as a well thought out information strategy. Both
patients and hospital staff must be informed in
advance about changes that affect them – during
certain stages, daily contacts with the staff responsible may be necessary to avoid disruption.
Forsen’s assignment began with a program
process in close cooperation with property
owner Locum and representatives of Danderyd Hospital. Locum has its own standard for
healthcare building and Forsen must take this
into account in its program process.
”The needs of the care activities also look
different depending on the type of care to be
provided on the premises. For example, a psychiatric clinic imposes completely different requirements than an infection department.”
Forsen is heading a large number of working
groups, which will jointly develop a common
design whereby all requirements are met.
”The final result must also be accommodated
within the project’s budget. And that demands
extensive experience in managing large, complex projects in which different requirements
must be coordinated and where many stakeholders should be involved in the process,” says
Johan Berg.

Customer
Locum
Forsen’s
assignment:
Project and construction management
Scope
The total area affected by the project is
approximately 60,000
square meters GFA
Investment:
SEK 1,450 million

Architect
Arkitema

New treatment
building and new
care building at
the Södersjukhuset
hospital
Customer
Locum
Forsen’s assignment
Project and construction management
Scope
Approximately
58,000 square meters
GFA
Investment
Approximately
SEK 2,300 million
Implementation
period
2014 – 2018
Architects
Link Arkitektur
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WITH CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
FORSEN PLAYS ON THE SAME TEAM AS
THE CUSTOMER
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CM
Lower price, greater flexibility, shorter construction times and higher quality. These are
some of the advantages of Construction Management, where the project manager comes
aboard and reinforces the developer’s organization rather than just being a supplier. Forsen
has worked with Construction Management –
or simply CM – since its inception in 1997 and
today it leads the way in this area in Sweden.
Construction Management is an international
expression for planning, managing and controlling projects implemented by multiple contractors. In Sweden, Forsen is a specialist and
sector leader in the modern form of CM, which
acts as a complement to traditional project
management.
Our employees have extensive experience
of managing large CM projects. We have
everything from cost estimators, purchasers,
project managers, planning managers, production managers, installation coordinators and
project accountants to different niche specialists,” says Håkan Undin, Key Account Manager
at Forsen.
CM entails reinforcing the developer’s organization with expert consultants from Forsen.
The CM organization plans, organizes, manages
and coordinates the entire process.
”Forsen is entrusted with representing the client’s interests in the project. We often describe
ourselves as the client’s in-house construction
department, since we sit on the same side of
the table and share the same interest in the pro-

ject being successful.”
One of the factors that characterize CM is the
high degree of flexibility, which enhances opportunities to more easily influence the project
and the end result throughout the construction
process.
The client retains full insight and control
throughout the project. Each month, Forsen’s
project manager prepares a written monthly report on the progress of the project, key events,
as well as a financial report and forecast of the
final cost.
”This coordination is important in ensuring
that the client’s intentions and objectives for the
project are fulfilled,” says Håkan Undin.
Forsen’s project managers apply a process-based ”tool box” called Partituret, which
consists of procedures and checklists. Partituret
is part of Forsen’s management system, which is
quality and environmentally certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and 14001.
”Partituret is the result of our combined experience from successful CM projects. It has been
developed by our own project managers, who
are the leading specialists in CM”.
Forsen implements CM projects in both
building construction and civil engineering and
in both the private and public sectors. Examples
of CM projects where Forsen has been involved
include offices, shopping centers, industrial facilities, homes, schools, bridges, roads, underground facilities, retirement homes and sports
centers.

Why Construction Management?
■ 	Forsen acts as the customer’s own construction department, with no vested
interests of its own.
■ 	Forsen is independent and has no connections with other actors. This means the
best project team can always be set up for each project.
■ 	 The client gains full insight into the project and a partner throughout the process.
■ 	The project period is shortened because planning is conducted on an ongoing
basis and in parallel with procurement and construction.

CM is particularly
suitable when ...
■	The amount of time allocated for the project
is important.
■	Getting construction
underway quickly is
important.
■	The client seeks transparency and wants
to be able to control
details.
■	The conditions of the
projects are unclear
or may be subject to
change.
■	Program requirements
are unclear or may be
subject to change.
■	It may be difficult to
obtain good competition in procurement.

Some successful CM
projects carried out
by Forsen
■ 	Swedbank’s new
headquarters in
Sundbyberg
■ 	Reinforcement of the
foundations of Stockholm Central Station
and modernization of
the facility
■ 	Underground garage
in rock chambers that
were Vin & Sprit’s
former warehouse
■ 	Remodeling and
extension of the Vasa
Museum

■ 	Procurement is carried out in stages, increasing flexibility in connection with adjustments to the project and allows for late changes with no major negative consequences.
■ 	Contracting is divided into sub-contracts, maximizing competition in each component
part and lowering the overall cost.
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HTL WTH SFT TWLS

Forsen is not only managing construction.
Sometimes, the project managers are also involved in elaborating the concept, design and
... well, everything, down to the smallest detail.
”Like the thickness of the towels,” says Marthe
Gjestland who has been working with new HTL
hotel in Stockholm. The hotel, which opened in
May 2014 at Kungsgatan 53 in Stockholm, represents an innovation in the hotel world. And it
opened at just the right time.
”Booking and check-in are performed digitally. Your cell phone can even work as your room
key, if you so wish. And in the hotel room, the
traditional paper folder has been replaced by a
large digital television screen that provides all
the information you need,” says Marthe Gjestland, project manager at Forsen.
In the room, guests can also easily connect
their own cell phones or computers to the LED
screen on the wall to access their own choice of
films and music, using Miracast and Airplay. Yes,
it’s almost like stepping straight into a modern
website. Need we add that WiFi is available
throughout the hotel and is free for guests?
Gül Heper, Commercial Manager at HTL hotels explains the concept.
”Besides the prime downtown location, high
quality and attractive price, we also want to offer a digital travel experience for the modern
traveler.”
Marthe Gjestland has been part of the core
team of barely ten people that helped to develop the new concept. ”The main challenge was
to make the most efficient use of the rooms and
other hotel areas as possible. It was therefore
necessary to strip away all unnecessary details
and focus on what guests consider most important. And to do so in a smart and efficient way –
with the highest level of quality. Everything had
to be reconsidered several times, to find the
best solutions,” she says.
To a great extent, it was a matter of logistics.
Getting cleaning carts that work for staff into a
limited space, considering how often the linen

supplier should visit, and how cleaning should
be managed to be efficient and save costs.
The beds are now higher than normal, not
only to provide a sense of luxury in combination with the lavish mattress, but also to provide
space for a large suitcase under the bed.
”Thick, delightful terry towels in the bathroom also mean that towel holders extend a
little further from the wall. These were the kinds
of details we had to constantly bear in mind,”
says Marthe Gjestland.
The customer, HTL hotels, is satisfied with the
partnership with Forsen.
”Without them we would not be standing
here today. The interaction between the parties
has been excellent. Besides their substantial experience in the construction sector, Forsen had
both the volition and ability to think innovatively,” says Gül Heper.

HTL Hotels
Forsen’s assignment
Project management
for the hotel’s interior
design
Implementation
format
Divided contracts
Implementation
period
January 2013 – May
2014
Architects
Koncept Stockholm
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Forsen has been working with on-going maintenance work
at the Royal Opera since 2012 and, over the years, has also
worked with many other buildings of cultural and historical
importance administered by the National Property Board,
including the Royal Palace in Stockholm, the Ryningska Palace, Rosenbad which houses the cabinet offices and the
Swedish Museum of Natural History.
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Photo: The Royal Opera, Karolina Henke.

THE ROYAL OPERA

The Royal Opera in Stockholm is a lavish and
unique property from the late 19th century.
That imposes a commitment. Maintenance
work requires not only expertise but also intuition and an extra pair of kid gloves.
The Royal Opera in Stockholm is Sweden’s national stage for opera and ballet. It was built in
the late 19th century with touches of the Italian late Renaissance and details from both the
nearby Royal Palace and Swedish Parliament
building.
To conserve and preserve the Royal Opera –
and other historical buildings – specific care programs and conservation regulations are in place.
This places high demands on all maintenance of
the property. The opera house itself is also a historical building of national significance, meaning
that certain procedures may not be undertaken
without the permission of the National Heritage
Board.
”All projects have their challenges, and when it
comes to older buildings, there is always a lot that
is odd and special. That is what is so exciting,”
says Qaryn Eng, Project Manager at Forsen.
Forsen has been working with on-going maintenance work at the Royal Opera since 2012
and, over the years, has also worked with many
other buildings of cultural and historical importance administered by the National Property
Board, including the Royal Palace in Stockholm,
the Ryningska Palace, Rosenbad which houses
the cabinet offices and the Swedish Museum of
Natural History.
”That experience makes it easier for us to
make decisions about the solutions we choose.
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For example, you have to keep an eye on old
surfaces and know when you need to discuss
measures with an expert curator.”
In 2014, Forsen worked on aspects including maintenance of the Royal Opera’s exterior
facade and on upgrading fire protection inside
the building.
”We are sealing the interior doors and installing smoke and fume ventilation – partly to improve personal safety and partly to protect old
paintings and furnishings from damage in the
event that fumes develop within the building.
Updating old buildings to meet current safety
requirements, for example, is challenging. All
changes must be made with great care and sensitivity,” says Qaryn Eng.
A more spectacular part of the work – which
was also witnessed by many curious Stockholmers – was when a helicopter flew in two new flue
fans, each weighing 450 kg, and placed them on
the roof of the opera house.
”We chose to use a helicopter because it was
both easier and faster than using a crane.”
To preserve the building’s soul, the easiest
solution is not always the one that is chosen.
Such was the case when the windows of the opera house were painted on the outside.
”We consulted with an expert curator and, in
consultation with the National Heritage Board,
it was decided to use linseed oil as this was the
original, instead of the alkyd paints that were
used last time. It requires more work, but we
chose this older method because it brings cultural and historical value.”

The Royal Opera
Customer
National Property
Board of Sweden
Forsen’s assignment
Project and construction
management
Implementation format
General contracting/
divided contract/framework agreement
Scope
Approximately 40,000
square meters GFA
Implementation period
2012 – 2015
Architects
Bo Hofsten,
White arkitekter

A BRIDGE IN UPPSALA

The old swing bridge over the Fyrisån River
is a landmark for many residents of Uppsala.
But after a hundred years it needs replacing.
On behalf of the Municipality of Uppsala, Forsen is now planning a modern bascule bridge,
which will be in place by the spring of 2017.
”If all of the official decisions go through, of
course. When building on the water and in a nature reserve, numerous permits are required,”
says Forsen’s design coordinator Maria Leander.
The Fyrisån River is the only waterway into
the harbor in Uppsala, so the bridge must be
opened frequently to let boats through.
”Our great challenge ahead of the construction of the bridge is that there is a lot of clay
in Uppsala. This is combined with the fact that
there are buildings immediately adjacent to the
bridge. This requires extremely careful planning
and instead of driving down the bridge pilings
– as is normally the case – they will be bored.
We will also set up additional sheet pilings at

the water’s edge to secure the walkway that
runs along the Knivsta bank of the river. Many
of the residents are also concerned because
their buildings vibrate when traffic passes across
the current bridge. When the bascule bridge is
in place, it will be much quieter than today and
cause less vibrations.”
One factor that makes construction of the
bridge even more exciting is a research partnership with Uppsala University, which will build
a water turbine beneath the bridge – an aspect requiring careful calculations because the
Fyrisån River flows slowly.
”Forsen is preparing the mounting and cabling for the turbine, which will be put in place
when the bridge is completed. The intention is
to sell the electricity generated to Swedish power company Vattenfall, but Uppsala University
hopes that the turbine will also be able to power
the bridge’s mechanism in an emergency.”

Flottsunds Bridge over
the Fyrisån River
Customer
Municipality of Uppsala
Forsen’s assignment
Project, design coordination and construction
management, procurement of design engineer,
preparation of inquiry
materials
Implementation format
General contract with
responsibility for design
of bridge
Investment
SEK 155 million
Implementation period
2013 – 2017
Architects
ÅF
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At the moment we
are transforming Hotel Oden into rental
apartments for HSB
Stockholm. When the
building is completed
in the spring of 2016,
HSB will be able to offer rental apartments
in a prime location in
Stockholm’s Vasastan
district to those saving
for a home of their own.
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COMING FULL-CIRCLE AS A
HOTEL BECOMES HOMES

Amidst Stockholm’s housing shortage, a
unique project is currently in progress. Hotel Oden is being converted into 78 rental
apartments – in a prime downtown location.
However, the central location also poses many
challenges, which imposes high demands on
construction management.
”This is a complex project with many stakeholders to take into account. That’s not all that easy
to manage. We therefore sought a project manager and production manager with extensive
experience from similar projects,” says Kristian
Gauffin, project manager at HSB Stockholm.
When HSB Stockholm acquired the Hotel
Oden, it immediately recognized the property’s
great potential – the hotel could be converted
into small apartments right in downtown Stockholm. This entailed closing the circle. The fact
is, the property was constructed in the early
seventies to accommodate service housing for
employees at, for example, Posten (now PostNord) and the Sabbatsberg hospital. However,
the plans were dashed by recession and, instead, the building was converted into a hotel
with about 140 rooms.

■ The hotel has now out-served its purpose
and is to become homes – again
When the transformation is completed sometime during the winter of 2015/16, there will be a
total of 78 rental apartments here. Most of them
will be one or two room apartments, although
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there will be a few three and four room duplexes. The homes will be offered to people saving
to buy homes of their own through HSB.
”Since the property was originally designed
as apartments, this conversion is quite logical.
The sizes of the hotel rooms means it makes
sense to build small apartments,” says Ragnar
Stenport, project manager at Forsen.
However, the property was seriously dilapidated after 42 years of hotel operations. For
that reason, the entire building is being gutted, retaining only the load-bearing structures.
The facade is also being kept, although it will
be modernized and all of the windows will be
replaced. Some apartments will have balconies
and a few will even have terraces.
The central location at Odenplan poses many
challenges. During construction, not only must
residents in adjacent properties be taken into
account, but also to the grocery store located
on the ground floor of the building.
”The store is open between 7 a.m. and 11
p.m. every day of the week. In other words, we
must pay consideration to its operations during
all hours of construction. We must also make
installations right through the store with minimum disruption,” says Ragnar Stenport.
Moreover a steady stream of passengers
passes to and from the subway entrance just a
few feet from the property’s facade. They must
not be disturbed more than necessary. This requires responsive construction management
that is skilled at dealing with people.

Hotel Oden becomes
residential apartments
Customer
HSB Stockholm
Forsen’s assignment
Design coordination,
project and construction
management and procurement
Implementation format
General contracts and project execution contracts
Scope
78 apartments
Implementation period
2014 – 2016
Architects
RITS Arkitekter AB

■ ADMINISTRATION REPORT
The Board of Directors and the President of Forsen Projekt AB hereby submit the following Annual Report
Information on operations
Forsen specializes in qualified project and construction management for buildings, civil engineering projects and residential construction.
The company has a thorough command of all
execution formats and is highly competent in
shared construction. Forsen is a non-aligned
company, that is completely independent of architects, consultants and contractors. The entire
business is certified according to ISO 9001 (quality) and ISO 14001 (environment).
Forsen has offices in Stockholm (headquarters), Uppsala and Malmö. The company’s clients
are mainly property owners, both commercial
and public, as well as major tenants and hotels.
Forsen’s largest business areas are Building and
Civil Engineering.
						
Significant events during the financial year
and following its end
Forsen’s sales amounted to SEK 226 million and
showed good growth at 12 percent compared
with the preceding year. Profit after financial
items amounting to SEK 25 million is on a par with
the preceding year. The recruitment of consultants in 2014 was at the highest level in Forsen’s
history. During the year, one of Forsen’s largest
projects was completed, Swedbank’s new headquarters in Sundbyberg, outside Stockholm.
Multi-year overview *2014
Net sales (SEK thousands)
Earnings after financial
items (SEK thousands)

The Norsborg depot was a major project during the year, as were the two hospital projects
for Locum, the Södersjukhuset and Danderyd
hospitals in the Stockholm area, all of which are
continuing in 2015. The inflow of new projects
has also been good. In 2014, the smaller-scale
business area Residential continued to develop
very favorably. In December 2014, a merger with
Bygg-Fast Projekt AB was announced, which is
expected to generate good opportunities for
continued growth.
Expected future developments and risks and
uncertainties
In late 2014, order intake slowed somewhat, although the outlook for 2015 is deemed highly
favorable. Consequently, Forsen foresees strong
growth also in 2015. Among other factors, this
will involve the merger with Bygg-Fast, a company with a strong position, mainly in western parts
of Sweden.
Forsen has a good spread of customers from
both the public and private sectors, which gives
a good balance through periods of economic
fluctuation. Changes in the general economic
situation and the level of infrastructure ventures
in the markets in which Forsen operates can affect the company’s expected future development.

2014

2013

2012

2011

225 010

201 650

206 018

177 158

25 389

24 217

25 412

18 335
10.2%

Operating margin (%)

11.1%

11.9%

12.2%

Return on equity (%)

16.3%

28.5%

29.6%

22.1%

Total assets (SEK thousands)

81 658

81 340

84 682

71 325

Equity/assets ratio (%)

25.8%

31.9%

31.0%

32.5%

133

125

130

124

Average number of employees

Ownership
Forsen Projekt AB
is a wholly owned
subsidiary of
Forsen Projekt Partner AB,
company registration no.
556746-2303,
with headquarters in
Stockholm.

*The comparison figures for 2011-2012 have not been recalculated in accordance with K3

Definitions of key ratios
Operating margin
Return on equity
Equity/assets ratio

Operating earnings as a percentage of net sales
Net earnings as a percentage of adjusted equity
Adjusted equity as a percentage of total assets

Proposed appropriation of profits
The following profits are at the disposal of the Annual General Meeting: Profit brought forward
Profit brought forward
Profit for the year
SEK

15 511 138
3 430 660
18 941 798		

The Board of Directors proposes that profits brought forward be distributed as follows: to be carried forward
18 941 798
SEK

18 941 798
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■ INCOME STATEMENT

2014
01- 01
12 - 31

2013
01- 01
12 - 31

Note
Operating income		
Net sales
225 009 838
201 631 646
Other operating income
587 596
18 125
		
225 597 434
201 649 771

1

Operating expenses
Sub-consultants
-53 680 768
-41 989 685
Other external costs
-20 418 372
-23 964 055
2, 3
Employee expenses
-126 091 041
-111 615 470
4
Depreciation of tangible assets and			
amortization of intangible assets
-276 391
-15 132
5
		
-200 466 572
-177 584 342
Operating earnings
25 130 862
24 065 429
6
					
Profit/loss from financial investments
Other interest income and similar profit/loss items
278 524
209 591
7
Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items
-19 929
-57 767
8
		
258 595
151 824
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Earnings after financial items

25 389 457

24 217 253

Appropriations

-20 427 354

-15 000 000

Earnings before tax

4 962 103

9 217 253

Tax on profit/loss for the year

-1 531 443

-1 822 446

NET EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR

3 430 660

7 394 807

9

10

■ BALANCE SHEET

2014

2013

12-31

12-31
Note

ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible assets			
5
Licenses
140 304
0
11
		
140 304
0
				
Tangible fixed assets			
5
Expenses for improvements to property owned by another
1 509 838
0
12
Equipment tools fixtures and fittings
1 216 278
37 239
13
		
2 726 116
37 239
				
Total fixed assets
2 866 420
37 239
				
				
Current assets			
Current receivables			
Accounts receivable
28 944 625
28 300 412
Receivables from Group companies
3 062 646
3 552 354
Other receivables
366 063
374 878
Recognized but non-invoiced income
16 353 139
16 455 392
14
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
3 371 809
3 813 475
15
		
52 098 282
52 496 511
				
Cash and bank balances
26 693 739
28 805 890
Total current assets
78 792 021
81 302 401
				
TOTAL ASSETS
81 658 441
81 339 640
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■ BALANCE SHEET

2014

2013

12-31

12-31
Not

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES					
		
Shareholders’ equity			
16		
Restricted equity					
Share capital (2,500 shares)
250 000
250 000
Statutory reserve
50 000
50 000
		
300 000
300 000
Non-restricted equity					
Retained earnings
15 511 138
13 116 331
Net earnings for the year
3 430 660
7 394 807
		
18 941 798
20 511 138
Total shareholders’ equity
19 241 798
20 811 138
						
Untaxed reserves
2 300 000
6 600 000
17
						
Provisions					
Deferred tax liabilities
332 164
0
Total provisions
332 164
0
						
Current liabilities					
Accounts payable
10 554 189
10 993 657
Liabilities to Group companies
20 950 000
15 166 758
Current tax liabilities
484 799
2 330 199
Other liabilities
7 737 648
6 981 038
Accrued expenses and deferred income
20 057 843
18 456 850
18
Total current liabilities
59 784 479
53 928 502
						
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
81 658 441
81 339 640
						
MEMORANDUM ITEMS					
Pledged assets
0
0
Contingent liabilities
0
3 000 000
19
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■ CASH FLOW STATEMENT

2014

2013

25 389 457

24 217 253

276 392
7 700 000
33 365 849

15 132
7 917 000
32 149 385

01- 01
12 - 31

01- 01
12 - 31

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Operating activities
Profit after net financial items
Adjustment for non-cash items
Depreciation and amortization
Other
		
Income tax paid
Cash flow from operating activities
before changes in working capital

-3 044 679

-4 098 834

30 321 170

28 050 551

Changes in working capital
Change in debt
Change in current liabilities
Cash flow from operating activities

-71 771
-24 255 977
5 993 422

-3 515 609
-24 147 573
387 369

Investing activities		
Acquisition of intangible fixed assets
-188 000
0
Purchases of tangible fixed assets
-2 917 573
-52 371
Cash flow from investing activities
-3 105 573
-52 371
Financing activities
Dividend to Parent Company
-5 000 000
-7 700 000
Cash flow from financing activities
-5 000 000
-7 700 000
		
Cash flow for the year
-2 112 151
-7 365 002
Opening balance of liquid assets
28 805 890
36 170 892
Closing balance of liquid assets
26 693 739
28 805 890
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■ ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES ETC

General accounting principles			
This annual report has been prepared in accordance
with the Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554) and BFNAR
2012:1 Annual and consolidated accounts (K3).
First-time adoption of BFNAR 2012:1 (K3)
This is the first time the company is applying BFNAR
2012:1 Annual and consolidated accounts (K3). In connection with the transition, the following relief rules
(voluntary exemptions from retrospective application)
have been utilized:
To allow meaningful comparison with the preceding
year, all of the items in the income statement, balance
sheet, cash flow statement and notes have been recalculated for the comparison year. In connection with
this, the item Recognized but non-invoiced income
has been separated from the item Prepaid expenses and accrued income. No further corrections have
been made in connection with the recalculation.
Group Affiliation				
The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Forsen
Projekt Partner AB Org. No. 556746-2303, with headquarters in Stockholm. The closest superior Parent
Company to prepare consolidated accounts in which
the Company is included is Forsen Projekt Partner II
AB, corporate identity number 556833-4386, which is
domiciled in Stockholm and which is also the Parent
Company of the entire Group.

es for offices. Operating leases are expensed on a
straight-line basis over the term of the lease. See note 3.
Post-employment benefits
The company only has defined-contribution pension
plans. Defined-contribution plans are those in which
fixed fees are paid and there is no obligation to make
any further payments beyond those charges. Expenses for defined-contribution plans are expensed in the
period in which employees perform the services on
which the obligation is based.
Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses. Tangible fixed assets have been divided into significant
components where the components have significantly
differing periods of utilization. Depreciation comprises the cost less the estimated residual value, if material. Depreciation is applied on a straight-line basis
across the expected useful life.
The following depreciation periods apply:
Tangible fixed assets

Licenses
3 years
Expenses for improvements to
propertyowned by another
3 years and 2  months
Equipment tools
fixtures and fittings
3 years
			
Translation of foreign currency items
Revenue Recognition
Income is recognized at the fair value of what the com- Foreign currency accounts receivable and payable in
pany has received or will receive. 				 are valued at the closing rate on the balance sheet
date. Exchange gains and losses on operating receiv		
ables and liabilities are recognized in operating profit,
Service and construction contracts
Service and construction contracts on current account while exchange gains and losses on financial receivaare recognized as income as the work is performed. bles and liabilities are reported as financial items.
Recognized but non-invoiced income is recognized in
the balance sheet up to the amount expected to be Receivables, liabilities and provisions		
invoiced and is recognized under the item Recognized Unless otherwise stated above, current receivables
but non-invoiced income. The Company recognizes are valued at cost and or the amount at which they
income for services and construction contracts ren- are expected to be settled, whichever is lower. After
dered at a fixed price as the work is performed – so- initial valuation, non-current receivables and liabilities
are valued at amortized cost. Other liabilities and procalled gradual income recognition.
In the calculation of recognized profit, the degree visions are measured at the amount at which they are
of completion has been calculated as disbursed ex- expected to be settled. Other assets are recognized
penses as per the balance sheet date in relation to the at cost unless stated otherwise above.
total estimated expenses for completing the assignment. The difference between recognized income Tax liability					
and invoiced part payments is recognized in the bal- The amount recognized under tax liability includes liaance sheet in the item Recognized but non-invoiced bilities for special payroll tax on pension expenses.
income.						 					
Contributions from group companies		
Reporting of Group contributions is made in the inAccounting for Leases
The company reports all leasing, both financial and op- come statement.					
erational, as operational leases. Most consist of leas						
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■ NOTES

2014

2013

NOTE 1 ■ Distribution of net sales
Net sales are distributed between
areas of operations as follows:
Consulting services
Total

225 009 838
225 009 838

201 631 646
201 631 646

Net sales are distributed between
geographical markets as follows:
Sweden
Other markets
Total

224 655 051
354 787
225 009 838

198 884 142
2 747 504
201 631 646

NOTE 2 ■ Auditors’ fees
EY
Audit assignment
Other advisory services
Tax advice
Other Services
Total

591 163
0
0
159 020
750 183

350 000
0
60 000
100 000
510 000

NOTE 3 ■ Operational leases
Expensed lease fees
for operational leases

6 564 210

6 561 868

01- 01
12 - 31

01- 01
12 - 31

Future minimum lease fees
on non-cancelable
operational leases:
Payable within 1 year
5 215 387
5 356 637
Payable within 1-5 years
8 231 789
9 220 539
Payable later than 5 years
0
0
Total
13 447 176
14 577 176
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2014
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NOTE 4 ■ Personnel expenses, benefits and remuneration
Average number of employees
Men		
Women		
			
Salaries and other remuneration
Board of Directors and President
Other employees
		

2013
01- 01
12 - 31

90			
43			
133			

86
39
125

786 200
75 912 106
76 698 306

1 245 961
70 552 601
71 798 562

Bonus
payments to the Board and President are included in the amount of
		0

0

Pension and other social expenses
Pension costs for the Board of Directors and President
Pension costs other employees
Statutory and contractual social security contributions
		

119 658
10 213 278
26 848 999
37 181 935		

129 373
10 219 444
24 868 922
35 217 739

Information about sick leave
Sick leave for women
Sick leave for men
Sick leave for employees younger than 30 years
Sick leave for employees 30-49 years
Sick leave for employees older than 49 years

4%
2%
1%
3%
2%

2%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Sick leave for each of the above groups is stated as a percentage of
the Group’s total regular working hours. Sick leave for groups
with at most ten employees is not indicated.
Total sick leave
Of which long-term sick leave

2%
34%

1%
8%

Total sick leave as a share of normal working hours. Long-term sick
leave is the share of total absence due to illness attributable to
cohesive periods of absence of 60 days or more. Regular working
hours are defined as working hours under a collective agreement or
other agreement with the employee. Holidays and leave are a part
of normal working hours
Gender distribution among senior executives
Percentage of women on the Board
Percentage of men on the Board
Percentage of women among other senior executives
Percentage of men among other senior executives

20%
80%
44%
56%

20%
80%
33%
66%

NOTE 5 ■ Depreciation and amortization
Licenses
Expenses for improvements to property owned by another
Equipment tools fixtures and fittings
Total

47 695
84 024
144 672
276 391

0
0
15 132
15 132

NOTE 6 ■ Purchases and sales between Group companies
Purchases from other Group companies
Sales to other Group companies

0
0

0
1 714 000
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2014
01- 01
12 - 31

NOTE 7 ■ Other interest income and similar profit/loss items
Other interest income		
Exchange rate differences		
Total		

2013
01- 01
12 - 31

170 940
107 584
278 524

174 234
46 647
220 881

NOTE 8 ■ Interest expenses and
similar profit/loss items
Other interest expenses
Exchange rate differences
Other financial expenses
Total

5 330
14 599
0
19 929

19 838
11 290
37 928
69 056

NOTE 9 ■ Appropriations
Reversed from tax allocation reserve
Group contribution paid
Total

4 300 000
-24 727 354
-20 427 354

0
-15 000 000
-15 000 000

			
NOTE 10 ■ Tax on profit/loss for the year
Current tax
Deferred tax
Adjustment relating to previous yearsr
Reported tax expense

-1 199 279
-332 164
0
-1 531 443

-5 408 299
0
3 585 853
-1 822 446

				
Average effective tax rate
-24%
-59%
Reconciliation of effective tax rate		
Reported profit before tax
4 962 103
9 217 253
Tax on reported earnings in accordance with
applicable tax rate (22%)
-1 091 663
-2 027 796
Tax effect of:		
Other non-deductible expenses
-443 641
-3 603 306
Tax loss carryforwards
0
222 737
Deductible expenses not included in

reported profit
Taxable income not included in

350 650

0

reported profit
Non-taxable income
Reported tax expense

-21 850
7 224
-1 199 279

0
136
-5 408 229

Effective tax rate

-24%

-59%
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Note 11 ■ Licenses
Opening accumulated acquisition cost
New acquisitions
Accumulated acquisition cost closing balance
Accumulated depreciation/amortization opening balance
Depreciation/amortization for the year
Accumulated depreciation/amortization closing balance

2014

2013

12 - 31

12 - 31

0
188 000
188 000
0
-47 696
-47 696

0
0
0
0
0
0

Book value
140 304
0
					
						
Opening accumulated acquisition cost
0
0
New acquisitions
1 593 862
0
Accumulated acquisition cost closing balance
1 593 862
0
Depreciation/amortization for the year

-84 024

0

Accumulated depreciation/amortization closing balance
Book value

-84 024
1 509 838

0
0

NOTE ■ 13 Equipment, tools, fixtures and fittings
Opening accumulated acquisition cost
Sales/disposals
New acquisitions
Accumulated acquisition cost closing balance

1 996 736
-1 968 654
1 347 571
1 375 653

1 944 365
0
52 371
1 996 736

Accumulated depreciation/amortization opening balance
Sales/disposals
Depreciation/amortization for the year
		
Accumulated depreciation/amortization closing balance

-1 959 497
1 944 794
-144 672
-159 375

-1 944 365
0
-15 132
-1 959 497

Book value

1 216 278

37 239

NOTE 14 ■ Recognized but non-invoiced income
Recognized income
Invoiced amount
Carrying amount

16 784 139
-431 000
16 353 139

16 455 392
0
16 455 392

1 180 761
2 191 048

1 268 453
2 075 022

3 371 809

20 268 867

NOTE 15 ■ Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Prepaid rent
Other items
Total prepaid expenses and
accrued income
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NOTE 16 ■ Shareholders’ equity Share capital Statutory reserve
Profit brought
			
forward
Opening balance, January 1, 2013

250 000

50 000

Profit/loss brought forward from preceding years			
Dividend paid-			

Net earnings
for the year

Total

13 033 272

7 783 059

21 116 331

7 783 059

-7 783 059

0

-7 700 000		

-7 700 000

Net earnings for the year				
Closing balance, December 31, 2013

250 000

7 394 807

7 394 807

50 000

13 116 331

7 394 807

20 811 138

Profit/loss brought forward from preceding years			

7 394 807

-7 394 807

0

-5 000 000		

-5 000 000

Dividend paid			

Net earnings for the year				

3 430 660

3 430 660

Closing balance, December 31, 2014

3 430 660

19 241 798

250 000

50 000

NOTE 17 ■ Untaxed reserves
Tax allocation reserve, tax 09
Periodiseringsfond, tax 10
Total untaxed reserves

15 511 138

2014

2013

12 - 31

12 - 31

0
2 300 000
2 300 000

4 300 000
2 300 000
6 600 000

NOTE 18 ■ Accrued expenses and deferred income
Accrued salaries
7 737 000
7 917 000
Accrued vacation pay
7 756 888
7 348 244
Accrued social security contributions
2 400 397
2 286 307
Other items
2 163 558
905 299
Total accrued expenses and deferred income
20 057 843
18 456 850
						
NOTE 19 ■ Contingent liabilities
Sureties for Group companies
0
3 000 000
Total contingent liabilities
0
3 000 000

			

			
Stockholm April 1, 2015						
						
						
						
Thomas Erséus
Jan Ahlinder
Håkan Undin		
Chairman of the Board			

			

Charlotta Wikström
Per-Olof Andersson
Bengt Johansson, CEO
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■ AUDITOR’S REPORT To the shareholders of Forsen Projekt Aktiebolag, corporate identity number 556538-7700
REPORT ON THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
I have conducted an audit of financial statements of Forsen Projekt
Aktiebolag for the year January 1, 2014 – December 31, 2014. The
Company’s annual accounts are included in the printed version of
this document on pages 29-39.
Responsibility of the Board of Directors and the
President for the annual accounts
The Board of Directors and the President are responsible for the
preparation of annual accounts that give an accurate view in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and for the internal controls
deemed necessary by the Board of Directors and President in preparing annual accounts that do not contain material misstatements,
whether these are due to irregularities or error.
Auditors’ responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual accounts
based on my audit. I have conducted my audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. These standards demand that I adhere to
professional requirements and that I plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance that the annual accounts are free of
material misstatement.
An audit entails gathering by various means audit evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the annual accounts. The
auditor selects the measures to be performed by assessing, among
other aspects, the risk for material misstatements in the annual accounts, whether these are due to irregularities or error. In this risk assessment, the auditor takes into account those parts of the internal
control processes that are relevant to how the Company prepares
the annual accounts to provide an accurate view with the purpose
of drawing up review measures that are appropriate to conditions,
albeit not with the purpose of making any statements regarding the
efficacy of the Company’s internal control processes. An audit also
includes assessing the appropriateness of the accounting principles
used and the reasonableness of the estimates made by the Board
of Directors and President in the accounts, as well as assessing the
overall presentation of the annual accounts.
I believe that the audit evidence I have gathered is sufficient and
appropriate as a basis for my statements.
Statements
In our opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present, in all material respects, a fair portrayal of the financial position of Forsen Projekt Aktiebolag as of December 31, 2014 and its financial performance and
its cash flows for the year in accordance with the Annual Accounts
Act. The statutory administration report (Board of Directors’ Report)
is consistent with the other parts of the annual accounts. I therefore
recommend that the Annual General Meeting approve the income
statement and balance sheet.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
In addition to our audit of the annual and consolidated accounts,
we have also audited the proposed appropriation of the Company’s
profit or loss and the administration of Forsen Projekt Aktiebolag
(publ) by the Board of Directors and the President for January 1, 2014
– December 31, 2014.
Responsibility of the Board of Directors and the President
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposed appropriation of the Company’s profit or loss, and the Board of Directors and
the President are responsible for the administration of the Company
in accordance with the Companies Act.
Auditors’ responsibility
It is my responsibility, based on my audit, to express an opinion, with
a reasonable degree of certainty, on the proposed appropriation of
the Company’s profit and the administration of the Company. I have
conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards in Sweden.
As a basis for my statement regarding the Board’s proposed appropriation of the Company’s profit or loss, I have examined whether
the proposal complies with the Companies Act.
As a basis for my statement regarding discharge from liability, I have,
in addition to my audit of the annual and consolidated accounts,
reviewed significant decisions, measures and conditions in the Company to ascertain whether any Member of the Board of Directors or
the President is liable for compensation to the Company. I have also
examined whether any Board member or the President has in any
other way acted in contravention of the Companies Act, the Annual
Accounts Act or the Articles of Association.
I believe that the audit evidence I have gathered is sufficient and
appropriate as a basis for my statements.
Statements
I recommend that the Annual General Meeting appropriate the
Company’s profit or loss in accordance with the proposal presented
in the statutory administration report (Board of Directors’ Report)
and that the directors and the President be discharged from liability
for the financial year.

Stockholm
April 1, 2015

Ulf Strauss
Authorized Public Accountant

■ BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Thomas Erséus
Chairman of the Board
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